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Overview
▪Motivation
▪ Fleet of trucks has to service customers.
▪ Forklifts to transfer pallets between storage locations
▪ Drones to deliver parcels to customers
▪Solution to:
▪ Multiple Travelling Salesmen Problem
▪ with balanced nodes
▪Question
▪ How does the fleet size affect the total distance/time?
▪Methods
▪ Fast efficient and exact algorithms are required
▪ Mathematical Program
▪ Nearest Node Heuristic
▪ Closest Vehicle Heuristic
Abstract
The mTSP is solved using an exact method and two
heuristics, that balances the number of nodes per
route. The first heuristic uses a nearest node approach
and the second assigns the closest salesman. A
comparison of heuristics with test-instances being in
the Euclidean plane showed that the closest node
approach delivers better solutions and a faster
runtime. On average, the closest node solutions are
approximately one percent better than the other
heuristic. Furthermore, it is found that increasing the
number of salesman or customers results in a linear
distance growth for uniformly distributed nodes in an
Euclidean grid plane. The distance growth is almost
proportional to the square root of number of
customers (nodes). In this context we reviewed the
expected distance of two uniformly distributed
random (real and integer) points. The minimum
distance of a node to $n$ uniformly distributed
random (real and integer) points was derived and
expressed as functional relationship. This gives the
theoretical underpinning for the previous empirical
distance to salesmen growth insights.
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Methods
▪Mathematical Program
▪Nearest Node Algorithm
▪Closest Vehicle Algorithm
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Introduction
Two salesmen are located in node 1 
and have to visit nine customers. 
A salesman can only visit a maximum of 
5 and must visit at least 2 customers.
The objective is to minimise the total 
distance.
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mTSP - Formulation
Single depot (at node 1)
m trucks
Ensure m trucks leave and enter depot
On each route exactly one node with the exception of the 
depot is entered and left by one vehicle
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mTSP – Bounds for balancing nodes
Minimum number of nodes that must be visited is K
Maximum number of nodes that can be visited is L
Decision variable ui keeps track of sequence
Upper bounds for ui
Lower bounds for ui
Source: Kara & Bektas (2006) in EJOR
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mTSP – Mathematical Program (continued)
Prevent immediate returns to depot
Subtour elimination constraints
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Methods
▪Mathematical Program
▪Nearest Node mTSP
▪Closest Vehicle mTSP
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Nearest Node mTSP
Input: 
▪Distance matrix
▪m number of routes
Output: m-routes
For each route
Set source
while nodes and route < M
add nearest node
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Closest Vehicle mTSP
Idea
assign vehicle which is closest to customer
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Small Test Instances
Euclidean plane
Available at:
http://wiki.smartana.org/index.php/
MTSP
A … exact, B … nearest node, C … closest vehicle
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Medium 
instances
Exact algorithm 
◦ runtime limited to 8 hours
◦ Initial solution from nearest node mTSP
◦ Optimal solution only found for
◦ Eil51 m={2,3} and eil76 m=2 within an hour
Heuristics
◦ Return solution within seconds
Comparison to Meta Heuristics 
reported by other authors Zhou et al. 
[2018 , p572, Table 4] 
◦ Indicate that the greedy heuristics 
outperform those implementations, 
which should not happen
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Functional Relationship
Distance = f( #nodes, #vehicles )
Assumptions:
◦ Nodes are uniformly distributed in 
Euclidean grid <1,2,…,100>2
◦ #nodes: 50:50:500
◦ #vehicles: 2 to 7 
Empirical approach
◦ Empirical: 30 samples
◦ Functions fitted to averages
Nearest node
Closest vehicle
actual average 1578.0
actual average 1957.8
1.86% deviation
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Functional Relationship – Analytical approach
What is the minimum distance 
between two points for all compact 
convex subsets of R?
What is the minimum distance from 
one point to n points in U(0,1)?
What is the minimum distance for a 
square with length 100 in R2?
…
TSP and nearest node heuristic
More work required to find a precise analytical answer.
Well known
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Conclusion
Exact formulation 
◦ works well for small test instances
◦ runtime is an issue
Nearest node and closest vehicle
◦ Both very similar with different 
applications
◦ Runtime in seconds even for instances 
with several thousand nodes
◦ Distance deviation – for test instances 
in the region of 25% from exact 
solution
Functional Relationship d = f(n,m)
◦ Gives efficient way to estimate 
distance
